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Regarding Author FOREWORD by Author FOREWORD by NICK BRYANT OSCAR WILDE SAYS ART, THOSE WHO GO UNDER THE SURFACE DO SO on their peril. And writer David McGowan has found that Wilde's passages are rather naïve for the rock'n'roll scene that flourished in Laurel Canyon in the 1960s and 1970s. The
strange scene in The Canon is McGowan taking tukul to the iconic and mythical 1960s counters, reducing them to habuk, swept by pomp gusts, pretending, and also deceiving. McGowan though did not use her tukul with conformist or neocon establishment zeal, but rather in the same forlorn spirit as Nietzsche declared that God was
dead. As a homegrown Los Angeles product with an encyclopedic knowledge of the southern California rock scene, McGowan seems to be essentially declaring that his young gods are dead. Laurel Canyon is a water pancut for the security, love, and rice vibe of war that overflowed America's airwaves as the Vietnam War raged, but
lurking beneath the tied veneers and florids was the darkness of beautiful drugs, infinite debauchery, full depravity skewed, and When the reader is Books are sent to the murder carpet and laurel Canyon's blood-mouthed mayhem, they have to decide whether or not those evil synchronization is an unclear coincidence, conspiracy-or-
possibly blending kaleidosexicity of both. Sprinkled throughout this page is an ominous specter of military/intelligence complex, and anchoring quite literally above Laurel Canyon is the top secret Lookout Mountain Laboratory, which seems to be McGowan's huge metaphor for Dr. Strangelove having a bird's eye view of the nascent hippy
movement, treating it as if it were a petri dish full of lethal biological weapons that could be relieved in a closely monitored rise. Indeed, many of Laurel Canyon's rock 'n' titles have steep former incarnations in the world of military/intelligence operations. Jim Morrison, aka King Lizard, is one example. Mr Mojo Risin' dislike of talking about
his parents and is also known to tell reporters that his parents were dead. But as it turned out, Lizard King, Sr. was not only alive and well, he only happened to be a US warship commander who allegedly came under attack by a North Vietnamese torpedo boat in Tonkin Bay, triggering American napalm-fuel blood in Vietnam. Frank
Zappa, another major mover and shake-up of laurel Canyon's scene, is certainly a raddest, so surely he couldn't have any connections to the military/intelligence complex... Senior? Not exactly that. According to various accounts collected by McGowan, Zappa is a pro-military autocrat who doesn't really resonate with peace and vibrations
of counter love. Like Lizard King's dad, Zappa, Sr. is a cog in the dark machinations of the intelligence community; Francis Zappa is a chemical warfare expert with top security clearances at Arsenal's Edgewood near Baltimore, Maryland. Some readers may recognize Edgewood as the location of an ominous mind control experiment
conducted by the CIA under the MK-ULTRA rubric. The guilt by family associations has the potential to be an illustrating formula for speculation, but McGowan associates accounts of Laurel Canyon's luminaries whose own hands may be awake in the blood of the military/intelligence complex. Consider, for example, Papa John Phillips,
who penetrates a smash hit San Francisco (Be sure to Wear Flowers in Your Hair), gloats thousands of runs to make a bacchanallaced pilgrimage to The City by the Gulf. The son of a Marine Corps captain, Phillips was among laurel Canyon's more prominent fixtures that had a very interesting relationship with the military machine. Rock
superstar Stephen Stills is a two-dynamos cofounder Laurel Canyon-Buffalo Springfield, and, of course, Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young. Surely then the hippies icon Stills may be enriched in Complex? Maybe, maybe not. Progeny is another military family, Still spending part of his childhood in El Salvador, Costa Rica, and Panama, where
the U.S. has a history of spreading genocidal forms of democracy. And McGowan has been doused through stills accounts actually claiming to have walked around the Vietnamese jungle in the early 1960s-anecdotes generally dismissed, as a writer's note, as drug-driven delusions. Tales of drug, infinite debauchery and lean depraviti are
often inhabited by ethical eunuchs that result from elite misappropriation to a highly malignan appetite, and those who call Laurel Canyon home no exception. McGowan introduced us to aging beatnik Vito Paulekas and his Freaks, a collection of Dionysian goddess dances that accompanied Vito to L.A. nightclubs where the band Laurel
Canyon played their early gigs. In addition to rocking the dance floor with sultry young nubiles for emerging bands, Vito is also a delivery boy for up-and-coming rockers. McGowan also commented on Vito's improper expulsion to Haiti, for the reasons described here. Vito Paulekas is certainly not a household name, but he's far from being
a fringe player on the Laurel Canyon scene, where he and the Freaks get along freely with frozen rock 'n' roll royalty. McGowan gathered anecdotes suggesting that Vito may have played an important role in the formation and early success of the Byrds–although his name was absent from the autobiographical theme of Byrds co-founding
David Crosby. We also found Vito in a barrage of low-budget film, and in a cameo appearance on one of rock's first concept albums: Zappa's Freak Out! Vito's parents' finesse, however, left much to be desired, as favored by the highly mysterious and strange death of his young son, Godo. Next digging into his teenage idol, McGowan
meets Laurel Canyon star Billy Bryars, a male madam and gay businessman. Bryers was investigated for trafficking child pornography in the 1970s, in which stable hustlers began coughing up the names of treatises often in his bordello, the most notable of them being the super-odd G-man J. Edgar Hoover and his co-star Clyde Tolson.
The 1960s were a revolutionary epoch not only in music but also in Hollywood, and McGowan discussed symbiosis between the Laurel Canyon music scene and Hollywood's Young Turks, with the Box Office phenomenon Easy Rider providing an important nexus between Laurel Canyon rockers and Hollywood Most people upstarts,
including Warren Beatty, Peter and Jane Fonda, Jack Nicholson, Candice Bergen, Marlon Brando, Roman Polanski and Sharon Tate , Peter Lawford, Dennis Hopper, Ryan O'Neal, Mia Farrow, Peter Sellers, and Zsa Zsa Gabor, are between Papa John and Mama Phillips' also made a round at Laurel Canyon Canyon American favorite
Psychopath, Charles Manson. And Charlie and his Family are not merely a squeeze of crazy killer periction among Laurel Canyon's sovereignty; Instead, the Family mingle with many Canyon rock stars. Manson even put the track in Brian Wilson's home studio, which stunned like Neil Young. He has music like this that nobody else does,
says Neil of Charlie. I think he really has something crazy, something great. He's like a life poet. Charlie also impressed Terry Melcher, byrds' first producer and superpower in carving out the music scene of Laurel Canyon. Melcher also recorded Manson, finding him to be a more amicable character than David Crosby. Homicidal Manson
lieutenant Bobby Beausoleil also has some impressive moves as guitar—and occupants. Beausoleil played in some forgotten bands that had topspin occult, one of which also opened for Buffalo Springfield. Bobby eventually landed the gig as a rhythmic guitar for Grassroots, which later translated into the band Laurel Canyon Love.
McGowan also touched down about four on the floor murder or Wonderland, which left renowned drug trafficker Ron Launius and his three gang bludgeoned to death on the floor of a house in Laurel Canyon's Wonderland Avenue. Launius addressed drugs to the aristocracy of Laurel Canyon, as well as to star John Holmes, later in the tell
of his career. Holmes also befriended LA crime boss/club owner Eddie Nash, who was later betrayed, with fatal consequences. Truth be told, Manson and Wonderland's murders are just spatters on Laurel Canyon's blood-mouthed carpet. In this fasuring book page, McGowan chronicles the story after suicide and murder tales, while
presenting readers to the web of evil synchronization. Ultimately, it's up to the reader to decide whether Laurel Canyon, in its heyday, was a reaction depicted by other chronicles of the era, or whether it was an intrigues center whose ripple effects were like a nuclear bomb aftershock. Nick Bryant July 29, 2013 I think today, especially in
the United States, you have to be a politician or carrier or something to actually become a superstar. Jim Morrison Before he became King Lizard: US Navy Admiral George Stephen Morrison and his son, James Douglas Morrison, on the USS Bon Homme Richard bridge, January 1964. The book is dedicated to everyone whose blood still
stains the canyon floor. PREFACE IT STARTED INNOCENT ENOUGH. In my normal life, every day I spend a fair time researching corruption and crime in the political and law enforcement realm. Much of that research has taken me down some very dark and lifelike pathways. this will be different. I, after all, will be on vacation in subsh
paradise, tropical and I really just want to my brain for weeks and forget about all that. Shortly before this much-anticipated break from reality, my eldest daughter had given me a copy of Michael Walker's Laurel Canyon: The Inside Story of Rock-and-Roll's Legendary Neighborhood, which chronicles the Los Angeles music scene of the
late 1960s to the 1970s. It seems like an ideal escape entertainment that will surely trigger a lot of sweet memories of music that give the soundtrack to my formation years. What can be removed again from my usual reading material? As is often the case though, things don't work out just as planned. Alarm bells started getting off in my
head shortly after arriving at my destination and diving into the book. What is this about a secret underground tunnel linking some of the iconic Laurel Canyon properties? And what about all the mysterious fires that wiped out the houses of some famous singers and musicians? And why are there so many violent deaths so closely related
to scenes that are supposed to be all about peace and love? And what does Walker mention about the secretly fortified military installation sitting exactly the smackdab in the middle of the hippiedom? And why do at least some of America's new minstrels seem to come from career military families and from the world of intelligence
operations covered? And how exactly does casual allusions do for pedophilia fit this increasingly curious scene? While Walker has done a good job of telling Laurel Canyon's story from a mainstream perspective, there seems to be a more interesting story hidden in detail that she tends to set aside as attractive but largely meaningless
incongruities. Before I even half way through my much-needed break and relaxation time, I was chasing a little bit to go back home and dig deeper into this story. And as soon as I came back, I started devoting everything I found that had been written on the subject. While I am considered by many people as 'conspiracy theorists,' which is
more often than not used as a solid term, I do all my research through very mainstream channels. I'm a big believer in the notion that 'the truth is out there,' but don't expect it to be sent to you in a neat package by any mainstream media outlet. Finding it involves installing jigsaw puzzles of sorts, with the goal of collecting all the bits and
pieces of information that other authors tend to present as throwaway facts and/or interesting anomaly. Sometimes bits and pieces end up nothing more than Interestingly, but past experience has taught me that if the different facts are properly assembled, new pictures often begin to appear that are very likely with what is widely accepted
as the reality of our consensus. At the end of the day, it's really all about Recognition. If, for example, only a few of the leading Laurel Canyon musicians are taking place coming from military/intelligence families, then we can probably write that safely as an interesting but largely unconsequential cocoa. But if the main number of laures of
Laurel Canyon's scene grows up in such an environment, then that's obviously a meaningful pattern. And if some new breed of starks happen to have violent deaths encroach on their personal lives, then that would be a tragic but largely non-consequential fact. But when it became apparent that violent deaths surrounded the whole scene,
with the rest of the family sometimes dying in suspicious circumstances, then again was a distinguishing pattern—and that was all but ignored by other chronicles of the scene. There is little doubt in my mind that this book will not be warmly tolerated by all readers. In our celebrity-driven culture, calling into question the character and
motivation so many admired and respected figures from the entertainment community has never been a good way to win a popularity contest. And when those cheered figures are highly seen as icons of various left-wing causes, it is certainly not a way to win fans among those who regard themselves as liberal, progressive or leftist. But
while my sympathies lie solidly within the left political spectrum, there are no sacred cows in either this book or in any of my past work. I really don't have an agenda other than to find the truth that doesn't dedicate and better my own understanding of the world we live in. I have no political party affiliation and have never been linked in any
way in any government or semi-governmental entity. And for the record, I was not born into the world of military intelligence operations; My relatively unspeakable childhood was spent on a quiet slice of suburbia with two public school teachers as parents. I have never claimed in possession of any 'inside information' or have access to any
very placed confidential source. My research and the views expressed in my work are very much my own. Although almost all of my past and present literary contributions are generally considered to be quite controversial, the fact that individuals contained in this volume are not really controversial at all. All of them, as mentioned earlier,
have been mined from highly respected mainstream sources. It's just the way I've presented those facts-in other words, the way I chose to install puzzles-that makes them Undoubtedly there will be those who will claim that I have carefully chosen my facts to paint an unnecessary dark portrait of many of the iconic figures who make up the
cast of this story. Anyone, so the argument goes, can be made to look bad through such a journalistic approach. I I however, disagree with that assessment. Such criticism, in my opinion, completely misses the point of the book—that is, when deprived of the usual rotation that accompanies them, and when installed so that they become
part of the overriding pattern, these 'anomaly' facts reveal the truth that will not seem otherwise. Another criticism I expected was that I didn't go out and try to talk directly to the people who formed the scene. Pretty true, but the main reason for that is that there is very little chance that aging rock stars and their operators will want nothing
to do with me. Other chronicle in that era has gained access to those involved, but that access has come, or so it appeared to me, with a steep price in journalistic integrity. The inevitable outcome is what amounts to puff pieces with mind-numb equality, with similarly tired anecdotic stories being told over and over again in the same way,
although those stories are unlikely to be true. I have no desire to serve as a public for jim Morrison's estate, John Phillips or Frank Zappa, and I also have no interest in filling this book page with the same apocrylic stories told by other authors. There are a number of literary deals listed in the bibliography that will provide that type of
reading experience. My goal here is to break new ground and open the reader's mind to the possibility that other authors may have left some of the most important elements of this unrescurred story. The story of the scene playing in Laurel Canyon from the mid-1960s to the late 1970s was an endlessly attractive one. It wasn't until recently
that the mainstream version of the story was told, and even now it remains a story unknown to most of those who are not part of it. Almost everyone has heard of the Haight-Ashbury scene in the north in San Francisco, but most native angelenos remain ignorant about the bigger music and counterculture scenes playing in the Hollywood
Hills. It seems a bit odd that, nearly half a full century after the fact, Haight is almost universally considered the birthplace of hippies and floral children, despite the fact that the Kanyon Laurel scene is ahead and largely inspires what becomes a parallel scene in the north. Why has Haight been thrust to the spotlight for so long whereas so
little attention has been paid to the scene that indulges it? Perhaps the scene of Laurel Canyon is hiding so many dark secrets that it's better to just let in erection is not sparked. And perhaps now's the time to shine a light into some corners of the darker canyon to see what kind of skeleton might hide there. 1 CONDEMNED VILLAGE BY
MEANS OF INTRODUCTION There is something going on here / What is not clear JOINING ME NOW, IF YOU TIME, AS WE STROLLED INTO THE MEMORY LANE to a time nearly five decades ago—one moment the last American had a unformed army battling a sustainable and bloody battle to impose some orwellian 'democracy'
that decided on a sovereign state. It was the first week of August, 1964, and a US warship under the command of US Navy Admiral George Stephen Morrison was allegedly assaulted while patrolling Vietnam's Tonkin Bay. This event, later dubbed the 'Tonkin Bay Incident,' would result in an immediate passing by the US Congress of
Tonkin Bay resolution that was clearly drafted, which in turn, quickly led to America's deep resound into the bloody Vietnamese quagmire. Before it ends, more than 50,000 American bodies—along with millions of Southeast Asian bodies-will litter vietnamese battlefields, Laos and Cambodia. For the record, the Tonkin Bay Incident seems
different to other provocations alleged to have prompted the country to war. This is not, as we have seen so many times before, the 'false flag' operation (that is, the operation involving Uncle Sam attacked himself and then pointing the finger to the accusation in others). It is also not, as we have seen on more than one occasion, a rather
intentional attack provoked provocations. No, what the Tonkin Bay incident actually is, as it turns out, is an 'attack' that never happened at all. The whole incident, as has all but officially admitted, was punished from the rest of the fabric. (It is quite possible, however, that its meaning is to trigger a defense response, which can then be
thrown as an unprovoked attack on U.S. Ships questioned was on intelligence missions and operating in a decidedly provocative manner. It is possible that when the Vietnamese troops failed to respond as much anticipated, Uncle Sam decided to simply pretend as if they had been.) However, by early February 1965, the US would—
without a declaration of war and without legitimate reason for one wage—began accidentally bombing North Vietnam. By March of the same year, the famous Operation Rolling Thunder will begin. Over the next three and a half years, millions of tonnes of bombs, missiles, rockets, hereditary devices and chemical warfare agents will be
thrown over the People of Vietnam in what can only be described as one of the worst crimes against humanity ever committed on the planet. Also in March 1965, the first unformed US soldiers formally set foot on Vietnamese soil (although special Forces unite as 'advisers' and 'coaches' have been there for at least four and maybe longer).
By April 1965, most of the 25,000 uniformed American children, many of whom were teenagers barely out of secondary school, horrendously through Vietnamese paddy. By the end of the years, U.S. military strength will soar to 200,000. Meanwhile, elsewhere in the world in the early months of 1965, a new 'scene' began to take shape in
the city of Los Angeles. In a remote geographic and social community known as Laurel Canyon—a much wooded community, village, quiet, yet vaguely hirisan L.A. situated in the hills separating lembangan Los Angeles from the San Fernando Valley-musicians, singers and songwriters suddenly began to gather as if dissored there by
some piper In a few months, the movement of 'hippies/ flowers' was forgotten there, together with a new style of music that would provide a sound runut for the second half of the 1960s. Beginning in the mid-1960s and carrying through the decades of the 1970s, a large number of rock superstars would emerge from Laurel Canyon. The
first to drop the album was the Byrds, whose biggest star would prove to be David Crosby. The group's first venture, Mr. Tambourine Man, was liberated in the summer solstical of 1965. It will be quickly followed by broadcasts from the Mamas chaired by John Phillips and the Papas (If You Can Believe Your Eyes and Ears, January 1966),
Love with Arthur Lee (Love, May 1966), Frank Zappa and the Mother of Creation (Freak Out, Jun 1966), Buffalo Springfield, featuring Stephen Stills and Neil Young (Buffalo Springfield, October 1966), and Doors (The Doors, January 1967). One of the earliest on the Laurel Canyon/Sunset Strip scene was Jim Morrison, enigmatic lead
singer of The Doors. Jim will quickly become one of the most iconic, controversial, critical, and influential figures to take up residence in Laurel Canyon. Curious though, the self-proclaimed Lizard King has other demands for notoriety as well, although one of the many chronicles he will feel is a lot to do with his career and the possibility of
death: he is the son of, as it happened, admiral George Stephen Morrison mentioned above. And so, although the father actively conspired to create an event that would be used to accelerate a massive illicit war, the boy put himself to be an icon of the 'hippie'/ anti-war crowd. There's nothing out of the ordinary about it, I think. It's, you
know, a little world and all. And it's not as if jim morrison's story is in any unique way. In the early years of his glory days, Laurel Canyon's father figure was a rather eccentric personality known as Frank Zappa. Although he and his various mothers would not achieve the commercial success of a band led by the admiral's son, Frank would
be a hugely influential figure in his contemporary circles. Immersed in an episode called 'Log Cabin'—which sits completely in the middle of the Canyon, at the intersection of Laurel Canyon Boulevard and Lookout Mountain Avenue—Zappa will host to almost every musician passing through the canyon in the mid-to-late 1960s. He will also
discover and sign many acts to various record labels based on Laurel Canyon. A lot of these acts will be a bit weird and the characters are quite obvious (think Captain Beefheart and Larry Wild Man Fischer), but some of them, like psychedelic rockers surprise-rocker Alice Cooper, will go to the superstardom. Zappa, along with certain
members of his sizable entourage (Log Cabin is run as an early commune, with many hangers occupying various rooms in the main house and guesthouse, as well as the unique caves and tunnels that lay the grounds of the house; far from the same house instead the named Log Cabin is a five-story house featuring a 2,000+ square feet
of living space with three massive chandeliers and a floor-to-ceiling stone fireplace), will also play an important role in introducing the look and attitude that will determine the 'hippie' counterculture However, Zappa wouldn't really make a secret of the fact that he had nothing but insulting hippies culture that he would help create and with
which he would surround himself. Given that Zappa is, by various accounts, pro-military, hardcore authoritarian control-freaks, it may not be surprising that he will not feel relatives with the youth movement that he will help foster. And perhaps it's safe to say that Frank's father would also have little taken into account the youth culture of the
1960s, given that Francis Zappa is, should you wonder, the chemical warfare experts tasked with-where else?—Edgewood Arsenal near Baltimore, Maryland. Edgewood, of course, the old house of the American chemical warfare program, as well as facilities often cited as highly enriched in MKULTRA's operations. Curiously, Frank
Zappa literally grew up in Arsenal's Edgewood, having lived the first seven years of life in military housing on the grounds of the facility. The family then moved to Lancaster, California, near Edwards Air Force Base, where Francis Zappa continued to be busy doing classified works for military/intelligence complexes. Her son, meanwhile,
predates himself to be an icon of peace and love of the crowd. Again, there's nothing unusual about that, I guess. The Zappa manager is a shadow character by the name of Herb Cohen, who was out to LA from the Bronx with his brother Mutt shortly before the music scene and the club began warming up. Cohen, a former US Marine,
has spent several years traveling the world before his arrival at the Laurel Canyon scene. Wandered, curiously, had taken him to Congo in 1961, at the same time that the leftist Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba was being tortured and killed by our own CIA. No need to worry according to one of Zappa's biographers, Cohen was not in
Congo on some kind of negative intelligence mission. No, he was there, on the other hand, to supply arms to Lumumba in the CIA deficit. Because, you know, it's the kind of thing that globetrotting ex-Marines do in those days (as we'll see soon when we see another lubricant Laurel Canyon). Forming the other half of Laurel Canyon's First
Family is Frank's wife, Gail Zappa, known formerly as Adelaide Sloatman. Gail came from long lines of career Navy officials, including his father, who spent his life working on nuclear weapons research classified for the US Navy. Gail himself once worked as secretary for the Office of Naval Research and Development (he also once told
an establishment that he had heard the voice of all [him] life). Years before their almost simultaneous arrival in Laurel Canyon, Gail had attended a Navy kindergarten class with Mr Mojo Risin' own, Jim Morrison (allegedly that, as a child, Gail once hit Jim over the head with a hammer). The same Jim Morrison then attended the same
Alexandria, Virginia, high school as the other two futures of Laurel Canyon luminaries-John Phillips and Cass Elliot. Papa John Phillips, more than likely any other resident of illustration of Laurel Canyon, will play a major role in spreading the 'counterculture' of emerging youth across America. His contribution will be twofold: first, he will
host the famous Monterey Pop Festival, which, through unprecedented media exposure, will give the American mainstream his first real look on music and fashion the nascent hippy movement. Secondly, Phillips will pen an insipid song known as San Francisco (Make sure to Wear Flowers In Your Hair), which will quickly rise to the top of



the chart. Along with the Monterey Pop Festival, the song will play a key role in eyeing disensranchis (a presence that will be an underage run) to San Francisco to create the famous Haight-Ashbury and Summer Love phenomenon. Before arriving at Laurel Canyon and opening her doorstep to a will soon famous, the already famous, and
famous (like Charlie Manson, The 'Family' also spends time in the Log Cabin and at the home of Laurel Canyon Mama Cass Elliot, who, in case you don't know, sit right across the road from laurel Canyon Abigail Folger's home and Voytek Frykowski, but let's not get ahead of ourselves here), John Edmund Andrew Phillips is, is pretty
much a teenager The son of US Marine Corps Captain Claude Andrew Phillips and a mother who claims to have psychic and telekinetic power, John attended a series of elite military prep schools in the Washington area, D.C., culminating in an appointment to the prestigious US Naval Academy in After leaving Annapolis, John married
Susie Adams, a direct descendant of Founding Father John Adams. Susie's father, James Adams, Jr., was engaged in what Susie described as cloak-and-dagger stuff with the Air Force in Vienna, or what others like to call a front-page intelligence operation. Susie herself would then find a job at the Pentagon, alongside sister John
Phillips, Rosie, who reportedly worked at the complex for nearly thirty years. John's mother, Dene Phillips, also worked for most of his life for the federal government in some unstipulated capacity. And John's brother, Tommy, was a former US marine who was found working on the Alexandria police force as police, albeit one with a
disciplinary record for displaying violent streams while dealing with people of color. John Phillips, of course-despite being surrounded throughout his life by military/intelligence-not engaging himself in such things. Or more we believe. Before succeeding in his musical career, John seemed to find himself, somewhat innocent of course, in
some rather unusual places. One such place is Havana, Cuba, where Phillips arrives at the height of the Cuban revolution. For the record, Phillips has claimed that he went to Havana as nothing more than a concerned private citizen, with the intent-you-you-love this one-fighting for Castro. Because, as I mentioned earlier, a lot of people
in those days travelled abroad to defuse the CIA operation before taking up residence in Laurel Canyon and joining the 'hippie' generation. Within two weeks or so the Cuban Missile Crisis was played, a few years after Castro took power, Phillips found himself cooling his heels in Jacksonville, Florida-alongside Mayport Naval Station.
Anyway, let's turn to another of the earliest and brightest stars of Laurel Canyon, Mr. Stephen Stills. Still going to have a difference as a founding member of two of Laurel Canyon's most acclaimed and beleaguered bands: Buffalo Springfield, and, needless to say, Crosby, Stills &amp; Nash. In addition, Stills will pen perhaps the first, and
surely one of the most lasting songs of the sixties generation, For What It's Worth, the opening line that appears at the top of this chapter (follow-up single Stills will be titled Bluebird, who, incidentally or not, happens as the original code name given to Before his arrival in Laurel Canyon, Stephen Stills was the product of another military
Raised in part in Texas, the young stephen spent a large swamp of his childhood in El Salvador, Costa Rica, the Panama Canal Zone, and various other parts of Central America—with his father, whom, we quite sure, helping to spread 'democracy' to people who are not washed in The American way. Like the cast of our other characters,
Stills is educated mainly in schools at military bases and at elite military academies. Among his contemporaries at Laurel Canyon, he is widely seen as having an abrasive and authoritarian personality. Nothing unusual about any of that, of course, as we have seen. However, there are more curious aspects to Stephen Stills' story: Stephen
would later tell anyone who would sit down and hear that he had served time for Uncle Sam in the Vietnamese jungle. These stories will be universally rejected by chronicles of the era because there is nothing more than a delusion caused by drugs. Such a thing is unlikely to be true, it will be claimed, as Stills arrived at the scene of Laurel
Canyon at the very time that the first unformed army began sending and she remained in the public eye afterwards. And it would certainly be quite true that Stephen Stills couldn't serve the unformed army in Vietnam, but what will be overlooked is the undeniable fact that the US has thousands of 'advisers'—that is, the CIA/Special Forces
operating—active in the country for many years before the first official arrival of What will also be ignored is that, given his background, his age, and the timeline of events, Stephen Stills could not only see the action in Vietnam, he seems to be a candidate for such an assignment. After that, of course, he can quickly become-stopping me if
you've heard this one before—a generational icon of peace. Another such icon, and one of Laurel Canyon's most flamboyant residents, is a young man by the name of David Crosby, the seminal founding member of the Laurel Canyon band Byrds, as well as, of course, Crosby, Stills &amp; Nash. Crosby is, not surprisingly, the son of an
Annapolis graduate and World War II military intelligence officer, Major Floyd Delafield Crosby. Like everyone else in this story, Floyd Crosby spends a lot of time after his service travelled the world. The trip landed him in places like Haiti, where he made tours in 1927, when the country just happened, incidentally, under military occupation
by US Marines. One of the doting Marines that occupies is a man we met earlier by
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